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Adventure Icon: 

By Marina Kay
Photo by Cnn

anthony Bourdain was a TV host, writer, and storyteller—yes—but most of all, he was a curious traveller. 
armenia, Bhutan, Cuba, Kenya, Madagascar, Saudi arabia, Sri Lanka. Over the course of his life, Bourdain traveled to more than 80 

countries, some of which he’d return to again and again, including Vietnam. Over time, he got to know Hanoi—where he dined on bun cha rice 
noodles with american President Barack Obama—and in a recent conversation with Cnn’s anderson Cooper, mentioned that despite the capital 
city’s changes, its “bones are still there: the French architecture, the boulevards, the smell of Vietnam that grabs you and keeps you forever.” 

That sense of forever happened to Bourdain during his first trip to Southeast asia as part of a Cook’s Tour, the 2002 Food network series 
based on his book of the same name. according to Lydia Tenaglia and Chris Collins, co-founders of Zero Point Zero Productions and Bourdain’s 
creative team, Vietnam was his cultural touchstone; a place he identified with through its people, food, natural beauty, and literary references: 
Graham Greene, The Quiet american, the Vietnam War. The very minute Bourdain set foot in that country, he knew his life would change: “My old 
life was suddenly never going to be good enough.” a profound realization for someone who, working in professional kitchens until the age of 44, 
had pretty much resigned himself to never seeing the world.

Bourdain’s point of view was always through the eyes of a chef, and he displayed early on that no matter where you are in the world, food 
is the great equalizer. We watched his friendships unfold on screen. in Season 1, Episode 13 of a Cook’s Tour, standing in snow-covered St. 
Petersburg, russia, wrapped in a scarf, thick overcoat, and fur hat, Bourdain says, “i was born in 1956… This was denied territory for most of 
my lifetime. it was unthinkable when i was a kid that i’d ever be here, and now here i am.” There he meets russian producer and broadcaster 
Zamir Gotta—“recognition signal: rolled up russian newspaper, right hand, partly torn”—who promptly treats Bourdain to a traditional country-
style lunch of potato pancakes, pelmeni meat dumplings, smoked sturgeon… and a huge bottle of frozen vodka that cements “the start of a 
beautiful friendship.” Their eating, drinking, and camaraderie continued into future travels to Uzbekistan, romania, and the Ukraine.

Travel to the Ukraine took on a more serious tone during a visit to Chernobyl, the site of a 1986 nuclear accident. Filmed in 2011 for Travel 
Channel’s no reservations, this trip happened after Bourdain and his production crew had experienced a major turning point—an unexpected 
war conflict while filming in Lebanon a few years prior. “The first trip to Beirut changed all of our attitudes about the world. it was a very 
embittering, angering experience,” he shared in an interview with the Television academy Foundation. “We went to make a show about food and 
culture, and on day two or day three…were trapped in the hotel for a week… and stood there watching neighbourhoods get blasted… i guess the 
most immediate effect beyond the attitude was that it gave us license to wander away from food a bit. you know, it’s sort of obscene to shoehorn 
food into every scene. Food is super important, it’s the way we get people to say things to us, that willingness to accept food and drink from 
strangers—food and drink that people are often very proud of... But it’s not everything.” 

That sense of discomfort from relentlessly returning to food changed the course of Bourdain’s storytelling. and in 2013, when he joined 
Cnn for Parts Unknown, his crew was afforded the freedom to travel to places they never imagined possible, places like the Congo and Libya, 
where security is a concern, and where Cnn has the experience and infrastructure in place. While Bourdain continued to travel the world on 
his stomach, he was aware that his world was now a bigger place, which meant more opportunities to show us farther flung locations.  Take 
Myanmar, for instance, a country under military rule until 2011. “Very few people have seen what we’ve seen, and very few people would have 
been able to show it,” he told Cnn’s Erin Burnett. “a year and a half ago, they would have kicked a foreign film crew out.” 

How exactly did Bourdain and his team choose the places they’d visit? The ideal way: “i literally sit around looking at a map with my camera 
people and we talk about where’s interesting: where can we go that we’ve never been before, or where have we been and can tell a story in a 
new way,” he told Dr. Sanjay Gupta in 2014. “Sometimes it’s just as simple as, what would be fascinating and fun for us? if i’m not having fun, i 
see no reason for anyone else to have fun.” 

Bourdain frequently shared how lucky he was to have seen so much of the world in his nearly 20 years of travelling. a lover of print, he wrote 
a collection of books that include the best-selling Kitchen Confidential, a Cook’s Tour (great to read in tandem with the Food network series), and 
appetites, a cookbook inspired by his young daughter.

There was so much more to the man on the screen. Bourdain was a father, a son, a brother, a reader, a wordsmith, an author, a public 
speaker, a friend, and to many, a wise, intelligent, confident, and slightly sardonic voice that felt—and continues to feel thanks to his shows—
familiar. Of his many quotes, perhaps this one calls most for adventure: 

If I’m an advocate for anything, it’s to move. As far as you can, as much as you can. Across the ocean, or simply across the river. Walk in 
someone else’s shoes or at least eat their food. It’s a plus for everybody.

you were a maverick, anthony Bourdain. you are missed.
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